
FUJINON zoom lenses with fast apertures of f/2.9-6.9
With 14 elements in 10 groups, the lens combines
aspherical and ED elements to good effect for reduced
aberration and superior image quality. With Super-Macro
Mode capturing subjects as close as 1cm from the lens, 
the FinePix S8600 seamlessly covers an enormous focal
range with no need to ever change lenses.
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* 35mm format equivalent.



Compact body with a 36x zoom.

HD Movie. (720p/30fps)

Advanced Filter.
A selection of ten special filters lets you create distinctive photo effects. 
Filter effects can be verified on the LCD monitor to ensure you get 
exactly the results you're shooting for.

AA Battery.
AA Battery compatible
which is available anywhere.

A one-touch Movie Recording 
Button enables you to capture 
all the action in HD.

HD Movie
with   36 x zoom!  

(Red/Orange/Yellow/
Green/Blue/Purple)

* Only in post shooting view.

< Pop Color > < Toy Camera > < Miniature > < Soft Focus* >

< Partial Color >

< Cross Screen* > < High-Key > < Low-Key > < Dynamic Tone* > < Fish-Eye >
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One Touch Movie
Recording Button.

36X Zoom
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Power Off
Portable Position

Fujifilm’ s newly developed 3-step collapsible lens has enabled the compact 
storage of a  huge 36x zoom lens in this small body.  This is a particularly 
portable camera , ensuring long-zoom magnification photography can be 
instantly accessible at all times.

Movie scene recognit ion ensures that 
settings are optimized according to your 
subject.HD Movie shares your memories 
with family on the big screen, using the mini 
HDMI connector.


